Standing Free at Home

CREATE!
Activity 1: Design a football strip
Getting started: Draw a template football strip for your design. Draw the front of
your football strip on one side of a piece of paper and the back on the other side.
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Hint:

Your template should look a bit
like this example picture

Front

Back

On the front, design your football strip. Be as creative as you like!
What’s your team name?
On the back, write down 5 words to describe how football or sport makes
you feel. Does your design represent how you feel about football or sport?
Show a carer, teacher or activity leader your football strip. Explain
why you picked the design, colour and words.

Extra Time

You’ll need:

Paper, pencils, coloured
pencils or paints, any other
materials you like!

Can you make a chant or rhyme using all 5 of your descriptive words?
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Standing Free at Home

CREATE!
You’ll need:

Activity 2: Build your own sports stadium
Getting started: Imagine you are the chairperson of a football club (could be real
or fictional). It’s your job to design and build a new stadium for your club.

Paper and pencils,
cardboard or plastic, any
other materials you like!

Design a football stadium for your team on paper. How can you make your stadium unusual
and memorable? Hint: use the colours and designs from your football strip in activity 1 of this sheet as a
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starting point.
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Now build your amazing stadium using materials you can find around
the house. Make sure you check with an adult first.

Show and tell! Show your stadium (or a picture of it) to someone at
home, a teacher or an out-of-school activity leader.

Extra Time

TOP TIP!

Clean cardboard
boxes, egg boxes
and plastic bottles
make great building
materials!

Can you make some miniature figures and play a mini sporting event in your stadium?
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